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Abstract- At present, identification of blood disorder is done through the visual inspection of microscopic images of blood 
cells. After the identification of blood disorder, the results obtained can lead to classification of certain diseases related to 
blood. Currently, pathologists manually annotate the leukocytes for the identification of various diseases. This is quite time 
consuming and tiresome. This can also be susceptible to errors as it is human dependent. The present technique aims at 
automation of process for the analysis of normal and leukemic cells. The lymphocytes are infected in acute lymphoblastic 
leukemia, which are afterwards termed as lymphoblast. The rate of population of blast cells is enormous. As the disease 
grows very fast in short duration, it may destroy the life. Early detection and diagnosis is that why very important and 
attentive factor for the doctors.  The technique is developed using MATLAB environment.  
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I. INTRODUCTION  
 
Leukemia is a disease of unknown cause where the 
bone marrow produces large numbers abnormal cells. 
The diagnosis is based on the blood tests and bone 
marrow tests. Both of the tests can help doctors decide 
on the best choice of treatment. It is a bone marrow 
disorder that arises when abnormal white blood cells 
replicate it. Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia is 
basically associated with the lymph nodes.  According 
to FAB (French – American – British) classification, 
leukemia is classified as ALL- Acute Lymphoblastic 
Leukemia, AML- Acute Myeloid Leukemia, CLL- 
Chronic Lymphoblastic Leukemia, CML-Chronic 
Myeloid Leukemia. This classification is based on the 
cell type involved and the clinical course.  
 
This work focuses on ALL, a serious illness caused by 
abnormal growth and development of lymphocytes 
which is one of the types of white blood cells. The 
early and fast detection is very much important in 
providing the appropriate treatment as there are many 
types of leukemic cancer. If some symptoms are found 
on clinical examination, doctors suggest for complete 
blood count test (CBC). If the white blood cell count 
is found enormously increased, the patient is 
suggested to perform a bone marrow biopsy. 
 
Thus there is a need of study of morphological bone 
marrow and peripheral blood slide analysis. For the 
classification of normal, abnormal and leukemic cells, 
hematologists observe some cells under a microscope. 
The aim is to find out if the abnormalities are present 
in the nucleus or cytoplasm of the lymphatic cells. The 
presence of large of number of blast cells in peripheral 
blood is a significant symptom of leukemia. In the 
present work ALL is considered. The main objective 
is to classify a lymphocyte as a normal or a blast cell.  

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Over the years, many works have been conducted in 
the area of general segmentation methods of blood 
smear images for the detection of leukemia. An 
automated system for WBC segmentation by applying 
active contours or color-based segmentation is 
proposed in. Teager Energy-Based Segmentation is 
used in. Watershed algorithm and optimal 
thresholding is used for WBC segmentation in chronic 
lymphocytic leukemia (CLL) detection in. A two step 
segmentation method by applying the HSV color 
model is used in. Segmentation of WBC cells using 
active contours model is proposed in. 
 
A complete classification system to detect the acute 
leukemia from blood image based on morphological 
features and using gray level images is used in. The 
cell type classification by using an artificial neural 
networks and morphological operators is proposed in. 
ALL-Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia recognition 
based on different approaches such as the analysis of 
gene expression is presented in.  
 
A high throughput algorithm for leukemia cell 
population statistics on a hemocytometer is presented 
in. Fuzzy based blood image segmentation for 
automated Leukemia detection is presented in. From 
the literature survey it can be concluded that the 
automation process totally depends upon the proper 
segmentation and specific features extraction. In the 
present paper we propose a segmentation method for 
automatic analysis of peripheral blood smear 
examination. The segregation of nucleus from other 
blood components is performed in this work. The 
separated nucleus is used for feature extraction and 
classification. 
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III. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
A. Dataset Desription 
The image dataset used for the processing is used 
which are digitized using digital microscope captured 
under 300 to 500 magnification. The slides which are 
prepared are blood smear images and stained using 
Leishman stain for better clarity of blood components. 
The dataset is available for download at 
http://www.dti.unimi.it/fscotti/all/. 
 
B. System Description 
The system follows the procedure using following 
components to segment and classify the microscopic 
image: (1) Preprocessing, (2) Segmentation, (3) 
Feature Extraction, (4) Classification. The blood 
smear image consists of red blood cells (RBCs), 
platelets along with various types of WBCs. Our main 
goal is to segregate lymphocytes from all these blood 
components for further processing. These 
lymphocytes consist of round, blue nucleus with 
scanty cytoplasm. In particular, lymphocytes present a 
regular shape. It consists of a compact nucleus with 
regular, continuous edges, whereas lymphoblast is of 
irregular shape and sometimes shows small cavity in 
the cytoplasm and spherical particles in the nucleus. 
Thus only these regions are of interest for 
classification of cells. The whole process is 
schematized as given in figure1.  

 

 
Fig. 1 System overview 

 
1. Pre- processing 
The image acquisition may contain noise due to 
staining or electronic components present in digital 
microscope. All the images are subjected to Median 
filtering to remove the noise and unsharp masking is 
used for better enhancement of image.  

2. Color conversion  
The images which are generated using a digital 
microscope are color images i.e. in RGB color space 
which is quite difficult to segment. To make easy and 
fast segmentation, RGB color space is converted to 
HSV color space. This conversion reduces the color 
dimension from three to two. The HSV color space 
consists of Hue, Saturation, and Value components. 
For better distinction of cells in the foreground, we 
have selected Saturation plane as it shows better 
contrast by observing the results. A redistribution of 
image gray levels is essential for subsequent 
segmentation process. Therefore, histogram 
equalization or a contrast stretching is used at this 
stage. 
 
3. Image Segmentation 
Image segmentation is performed using Otsu’s 
thresholding method. In this method, the threshold 
value is selected automatically to minimize the 
interclass variance of the black and white pixels and 
the Saturation threshold plane is converted to binary 
image. It is necessary to remove background 
components and artifacts from the image. Background 
removal can be performed with some arithmetic 
operations. To clean up the background, we have used 
the operation called area opening. It allows to delete 
the unwanted cells and objects with a size smaller than 
the structuring element. Once the image with only 
leukocytes is obtained, it is now easier to segment 
further for overlapping cells and their separation. 
There are various methods as shown in the literature. 
In the present method, we have used labeling 
technique which labels all of the connected 
components in the binary image and returns the 
number of objects it finds in the image in the output 
value. In short, it labels all isolated regions with 
separate numbers. The labeled cells are now nuclei of 
WBCs are now individual cells and ready to find out 
the features and hence leukemia detection.  
 
4. Sub Imaging 
The peripheral blood smear image consists of cluster 
of blue nuclei. To extract specific features for accurate 
detection of leukemia, it is important to extract the 
individual nucleus for classifying it as a blast cell. 
Therefore, sub imaging consisting of single nucleus 
per image is essential. The technique of Bounding 
Box is used in the proposed system.  
 
5. Image Segmentation algorithm 
The present work is implemented using the following 
algorithm. 
 
1. Input color blood smear Leishman stained image 

to the system. 
2. Pre-process the image for removing noise using 

Median filter and for better enhancement of 
image use unsharp filter. 

3. Convert color image into H, S, V color space. 
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4. Select H, S, V planes and plot histograms 
separately. 

5. Select S plane as it gives better distinction of 
contrast between foreground and background for 
post-processing. 

6. Obtain threshold value for this plane. 
7.  Apply Otsu’s optimal thresholding algorithm on 

this S plane to get threshold S plane and convert it 
into a binary image. 

8. Morphological opening is used to remove small 
pixel groups. 

9. By applying labels to the cells, we can make 
analysis of overlap and non-overlap cells. 

10. Overlapped cells are removed using regionprops. 
11. Isolated and individual cells are further used to 

find out the features. Hence are useful to identify 
whether cells are leukemic or normal. 

 
It is well observed that this segmentation method 
yields better and faster results than other methods.  
 
6. Feature Extraction 
An image feature is a distinguishing primitive 
characteristic or attribute of an image. Image features 
are of major importance in the isolation of regions of 
common property within an image (image 
segmentation) and subsequent identification or 
labeling of such regions (image classification) [19]. 
The transformation of the input data into the set of 
features is called feature extraction [20]. In the present 
paper, nuclear features, shape features are extracted 
from the segmented nucleus image. 
 
1) Shape Features:  
According to doctors the shape of the nucleus is an 
important feature for describing the cell as a blast. The 
various features which are mainly used by doctors are 
evaluated here. These are regionally based and 
boundary based features obtained from a binary image 
which is equivalent to the input color image. The 
quantitative evaluation of each cell is done 
independently using these features.  
 Area: The area is the total number of nonzero 
pixels which is the object in the image.  
 Perimeter: The number of pixels in the boundary 
of the shape. 
 Eccentricity: It is the roundness of the object, 
with the value 0 up to 1, a circle is perfectly round and 
has an eccentricity 0, while a line segment has 
eccentricity 1. 

 
 Form factor: The form factor is a function of area 
and perimeter of the object under consideration. 

 
 Solidity: Solidity is defines as the ratio of actual 
area and convex hull area. This is an important feature 
for blast cells classification. 

 
2) Bounding Box And Contour Signature: 
It is the measurement of the rough boundary of a 
nucleus. It is an important feature to label the nucleus 
as blast cell. In the present work, we concentrate on 
finding the centroid and by using a Euclidean theorem 
the distance between the boundary x, y coordinates 
and the centroid is calculated. 
The Euclidean distance is given by 
 

 
 

Where (x, y) is the coordinates of the origin and J is 
the number of columns and K is the number of rows. 
Bounding Box plotting and Euclidean distance 
measurement is explained in following algorithm. 
1. The single cell is cropped out of labeled image. 
Bounding box and the centroid is plotted. 
2. The bounding box is a rectangle enclosing all 
points of particular cell. x1, y1 and x2, y2 are the 
points of boundary box.  
Where x2 = x1 + x_width and y2 = y_width 
3. Distance of a peripheral point separated by each 
10° from centroid is calculated using above Euclidean 
formula. 
4. The distances are stored in 36 length matrix. 
5. These 36 distances of one cell describe contour 
signature of that particular cell. 
6. Standard deviation describes the roundness of that 
particular cell. 
7. If the cell is of regular shape, standard deviation 
is less, otherwise it is larger. 
8. The plot is shown below in the results. 
 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS  

 
The present technique is applied to various images of 
blood smear. A microscopic image of size 381x185 is 
used and processed for evaluation. The input image is 
processed using the above mentioned steps. The only 
clusters of blue nucleus are considered for the 
evaluation as these are leukocytes as mentioned 
above. The various results obtained are shown below.  

 

  
Fig. 2 Original RGB image and S component image 

 

   
Fig. 3 Histogram ‘S’ plane and Final segmented result 
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Fig. 4 Separated Nucleus sub images result using Bounding box 

technique 
 

          
Fig. 5 (a) Nucleus edge image (b) Centroid located (c) Contour 

signature 
 

 
Fig. 5 Identification results normal lymphocytes and 

lymphoblasts 
 

TABLE I 
RESULTS OF VARIOUS SHAPE AND TEXTURE 

MEASUREMENTS 

 
 
In the present technique the results which are obtained 
are shown above. In the result, input image and 
saturation component image which is selected for 
processing is shown in figure 2. The histogram is 
obtained from the ‘S’ component image and binary 
image and its final segmented output is obtained using 
Otsu’s algorithm which is shown in figure 3. Sub 
imaging of various nuclei is done using Bounding box 
technique for the analysis of individual nucleus is 
shown in figure 4. Cropped nucleus with centroid and 
edge detected using Canny edge detector and contour 
signatures obtained is shown in figure 5. Table I 
shows the final results in which the actual 
classification of normal lymphocytes and lymphoblast 
is achieved. The classification is based on various 
features measure obtained in feature extraction stage. 
The classification is mainly focuses on geometrical 
features and texture features of cells. The values are 
shown in Table I. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
The basic aim of the present work is the ALL slide 
image segmentation followed by feature extractions. 

We mainly considered shape features like area, 
perimeter, eccentricity, form factor etc. for the 
detection of lymphoblast i.e. leukemia. The feature 
contour signature is also considered for calculating 
the roughness of the boundary. This is important 
feature which can be further used for classification of 
cells as normal lymphocytes or lymphoblast. Results 
obtained encourage the future work to develop a 
robust segmentation system independent of stains 
used in blood smear images.  
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